We began the year with expectations for improving growth in the U.S. driven by business and consumer spending, coupled with a synchronized upturn in economic prospects around the world. Real GDP growth is running above the averages seen for the last five years in the U.S., Eurozone and Japan. Despite an early 2018 uptick in inflation pressures, the economy has not had continued negative surprises relating to inflation risk. Despite recent market turbulence, a review of our 2018 key themes indicates that the underlying global growth story remains on track. Consumers are feeling good, capital spending is increasing, fiscal stimulus is flowing and non-U.S. economies are experiencing above-trend growth.
China, the world's second largest economy. To date, while there have been some seasonal economic disappointments and increased fears of a global trade war, the fundamental underpinnings for our optimistic growth assessment remains largely intact. Let's take a look at each of the key themes in more detail.

**Theme #1: Increased Capital Spending**
With economic momentum building in late 2017, a scarce labor pool requiring additional productivity-enhancing investment, and the added incentive of immediate depreciation under the new tax law, we expected business spending to accelerate into the new year. As depicted on our capital expenditures dashboard (Exhibit #4), the uptrend remains in force. CEO confidence is near a multi-year high, and CapEx plans suggest continued investment in the coming months.

**Theme #2: Synchronized Global Growth**
Indicators still point to a positive outlook for the global economy. Real GDP growth is running above the averages seen for the last five years in the U.S., Eurozone and Japan. We do acknowledge, however, that early 2018 has brought a slowdown in the rapid acceleration of estimate increases witnessed in 2017. This can be seen in the flattening of some leading economic indicators in the past few months. We believe this will be a transitory phenomenon consistent with similar seasonal affairs in the post-crisis recovery. It’s a view supported by the most recent Bloomberg consensus estimates for the MSCI All Country World Index (a broad global market index including both developed and emerging countries), which points to strong mid-double digit EPS growth for 2018.

**Theme #3: Strong Consumer**
With initial jobless claims hovering at the lowest levels seen since the early 1970’s (and don’t forget total U.S. employment has more than doubled since then), wages poised to rise, and the benefits of tax reform increasing the prospects of larger take home pay, it is no surprise that the consumer confidence, according to University of Michigan’s rose to an all-time high in March. In fact, the economic conditions gauge now stands over 60 points above the levels seen during the depth of the financial crisis (Exhibit #5)!

**Risk #1: Inflation & Rising Rates**
In March, the Federal Reserve raised interest rates for the sixth time in this business cycle, marking a seminal milestone in the post-crisis recovery. For the first time since the Bear Stearns collapse in 2008, the federal funds rate is again in line with the core personal consumption expenditure index (Core PCE),
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**Exhibit 2** VIX: A Measure of Perceived Market Risk
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**Exhibit 3** VIX: A measure of perceived market risk
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**Exhibit 4** U.S. Capital expenditures dashboard
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which is the Fed’s preferred inflation gauge (Exhibit #6). While a symbolic milestone, it is also important to note that despite trending up recently, core PCE inflation remains stubbornly below the Fed’s 2% target. Our base case prediction of moderate increases in both inflation and interest rates remains on track so far this year. Despite an early 2018 uptick in inflation pressures, the economy has not had continued negative surprises relating to inflation risk.

Risk #2: Global Trade Frictions
Protectionism is seeing resurgence around the world, and we entered 2018 with concerns for a notable U.S. policy shift under President Trump as well. Despite relatively little trade rhetoric in 2017, two factors supported our view that this year would include a renewed “America First” focus. The first, and perhaps most significant, was a cooling of tensions with North Korea. If President Trump ultimately has his sights set on confronting China over the trade deficit and intellectual property protection, it would be difficult to conceive a scenario where that is accomplished at the same time he is seeking their help applying aggressive sanctions towards a potentially rogue nuclear state. In addition, the midterm elections are looming this fall, and presidential approval ratings suggest the GOP is in for an uphill battle. With this as a backdrop, we expected the president to make efforts to reenergize his base in 2018. Indeed, that is exactly what has happened. We have written several publications on the topic¹, and at this point believe the path of least resistance remains a deal-by-deal approach to negotiation versus an all-out assault on the foundations of the global trade system. We do, however, acknowledge that the potential for a policy mistake is rising as President Trump simultaneously attempts to score political wins while minimizing the collateral economic damage. This remains a notable risk for 2018, at least until the elections this fall.

Risk #3: China
Accounting for an estimated 33% of the IMF global growth forecast for 2018, as China goes, so might the world go this year, or at least the emerging markets. President Xi completed his consolidation of power in 2018, and is now set to continue leading China indefinitely. His mandate is a difficult one as he tries to strike a delicate balance between aggressive structural reform and the maintenance of a steady target growth rate. So far this year we have seen a mixed bag of early economic data from China, which is always complicated by Chinese New Year distortions. Some indicators have pointed to a benign slowdown, while others, such as electricity consumption, suggest improving strength. Add to the mix that Alibaba and Tencent, two of China’s biggest technology companies, had revenue increases greater than 50% in the most recent quarter, and this suggests a protracted downturn is unlikely.

Conclusion
Despite recent market turbulence, a review of our 2018 key themes indicates that the underlying global growth story remains on track. Consumers are feeling good, capital spending is increasing, fiscal stimulus is flowing, and non-U.S. economies are experiencing above-trend growth. Heightened volatility is likely to persist for a while still, but as long as trade tensions gradually cool down there should be limited effect on consumer and business spending. Risks, though they are somewhat elevated, appear contained for now.

¹For more discussion on trade frictions, see Trump & Tariffs: Odds favor skirmishes, not all out trade war (03/08/18), The China IP Investigation: Another bump in the road on the way to November (03/20/18), and Update on Tariffs and Trade with China: Mind the Gap (04/06/2018).
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